
Full moon ritual – Justine Evans  

Moon Bath 

Moon-bathe in her silvery light. Stand barefoot (if its not too cold) and feel your feet sinking deep 

down into the Earth anchoring you to the golden red crystal at the core of Mother Earth.  Become 

aware of your feet and Mother Earth.  Gaia is often “seen” as this deep red earthy colour.   I invite 

you to  take time to connect with her red  grounding light love energy and sense it flowing  up from 

the depths of  the earth into the soles of your feet and around your body.   I often imagine a pair or  

Mother Gaia’s strong earthy red hands  coming up from the ground and gently holding my ankles 

and feet  helping to keep me grounded.  

 

Now imagine a small opening on the top of your head and feel the silvery light of the full 

moon gently envelop you and pour down  into your head and through your body so you are being 

filled with the light of the Moon.  Feel  the silvery white light of the Moon blend with the  earthly  

red light of Mother Earth, and turn a deep golden yellow as it blends with your solar plexus, 

releasing worry and anxiety. As it connects with the heart chakra is turns more silvery green filling 

you with love and compassion towards yourself.  Let this love energy  flow around your body and 

into your finger tips, toes.  Let it expand your heart.  When you have connected with this energy  I 

would like you to send out a gratitude prayer.  Think of 2-3 things that you are truly grateful for 

today.  Breathe three times long and deeply, breathing out any anger, frustration or impatience, and 

inhaling love and gratitude.  Allow yourself to drop into a deep, calm, peaceful, meditative state. 

 

Now take a pen and pencil and write down 3  more things you are truly grateful for.   

Now we are ready to Release and Burn  

Releasing and burning is a perfect way to brings awareness to what is holding you back  and 

letting it go.   The illuminating yet gentle lunar energy  encourages you to see what is 

holding you back with honesty and helps you to  uncover old conditioning and negative 

energy whilst the grounding meditation enables you to remain in the present.  Now  

• Light a candle or a fire if you have one 

• Close your eyes 

• Take 3 deep breathes 

• On a clean piece of paper write down all the situation, thoughts and feelings that  are 

presently causing you anxiety or upset.  Write from the heart not from the mind. Be honest 

and true.  Nobody will see this so you will be safe in admitting these feelings. 

• Once finished fold the paper and burn the release note.  Watch them burn and give thanks 

for their release.   Take another 3 deep breathes in quiet and stillness. 

 Find you gratitude note and re-read it.  Fold it  up and place in your pocket, purse or 

anywhere  where you can see it daily.  Thank lunar energy for this time.  Now gently 

close your crown chakra by imagining the crown of your head closing like a window 

shutting.  Become aware of the energy travelling down through your spinal column and 

into the base of the spine.  Let it travel further down through your legs and into your 

feet.  Become aware of Mother Earth and gently reconnect with the Earth energy once 

more.  Breathe, truly return to this place, this time, feel grounded and strong and 

continue with your day/evening.  


